Effective immediately, send your columns, articles & newspaper clippings to Paul Swearingen, 3102 S.W. Irvingham St., Topeka, KS 66605-2940. Paul has been appointed DX News Magazine Editor and starts with the next issue. NRC HQ will remain here at Cambridge. Only items that are to be included in the DX News Magazine should be sent to Paul. All other day-to-day mail, inter—Club correspondence, business press releases, and new book announcements should be sent to Cambridge.

WANTED - MUSING EDITOR Obviously we need a replacement for Paul. If you know how to type and have a few hours to donate to the Club, then this great job is for you. Great medical and pension plans included. If interested, drop a line to HQ.

Formate, BandScan, GVDYA and other items are on hold till next issue or when we get room. We filled up our 24 pages this issue. Our tour is over & now it's back to the world. It's been real! Now onto the rest of this mess...oh yes, Good Luck Paul!!

South African AM & FM stations airchecks. Two C-90 cassettes are available. Tape #1 contains national stns, (Radio South Africa, Radio 2000, Radio Allegro, etc.) and regional stns, (Radio Good Hope, Radio Jacaranda, Radio Lotus, etc.). Tape #2 – ethnic stns (Radio Zulu, Radio Voxsa, Radio Swazi, Radio Lebowa, etc.). Tapes are US$10.00 each surface rate, US$10.00 air rate or both for US$15.00. Send to: Ushek Korinek, P.O. Box 910, Edenvale, 1610 - South Africa.

Idaho Broadcasting Guide is now available & is an updated & revised version of the 1986 edition. The guide contains everything you need to know on AM, FM, TV stns for the state of Idaho. $3.50 postpaid, Checks or Money Orders made out to: Frank Amin, Jr., 5147 Morris Hill, Apt. 133, Boise, ID, 83706

Receiver Shopping List, produced by Radio Nederland. An excellent book, over 40 pages, listing and describing all sorts of receivers worldwide. The advance copy we have here did not include the cost. But you can get the info by writing: Receiver List, Attn.: Jonathan Marks, English Section, Radio Netherlands, P.O. Box 222, 1200 JG Hilversum, The Netherlands.

Call from Joe Lorensen reports that KMAF-1370 is now Urban Contemp, 5000w as of May 2nd. 950-kXJL is no longer on FM. From Jim Boukhen via Bill Halle comes word that KVOZ-940 in Loredo, TX is now on the air. And from Roger Windsor comes word that K12-4LLJ in Cassopolis, MI is on the air with Oldies format.

DX Change

For Sale: ICOM R71A & Matching Speaker $550, Sony ICF-2010 $250, Palmar Loop BCB & LF w/Amplifier $100, Arcom AP4 Active Antenna $40 (Mark Ferslmutter, 10 Karen Circle, M1B, Billerica, MA 01821 (617) 667-8736 or (617) 272-3020 ext. 1473)

For Sale: Panasonic RF-9380, 4 yrs old, meter light on; otherwise good cond. includes custom jacks for car voltage & car antenna jacks, $70; Panasonic RF-830, 2 yrs old, exc. cond., $45; Sony SRM-6100, includes ext. 80W Jack, 3 yrs old, exc. cond. $35; Sangean SG-792, exc. cond., ext. power & earphone jacks, $20. All prices firm & incl. UPS and packing. (J.E. Lewis, 1020 W 41 Place, #3, Kansas City, MO 64111 phone 816-791-5632 weeknights or business days 9:30 to 10:30pm CST. No collect calls)

WANTED: NRC F.E.T. Altizimuth Loop Antenna. (Joseph Janata, 25-10 21 Street, Astoria, NY 11102)

LOOK INSIDE

2....AM Switch 5....DXD-East 12....Verification Signs 22....Sports Networks 3....DXD-West 13....DXD 23....NRC Convention Registration Form
Sick and fired

When a WQFM boss checks in on disc jockey John Millinder last week at the latter's lay in a hospital bed with chest pains, the sentiment went something like this: "Get well soon. And by the way, you're fired." In the radio biz, of course, ratings are the bottom line, and the ratings for Millinder's morning slot on the album-rock FM station weren't good enough. In fact, the decision to fire Millinder had been made a month ago. Couldn't WQFM have waited to deliver the blow at least until the dean was out of the hospital?

Millinder's bosses claim he tried to hold off, but Millinder warned the news out of him. Uh-oh. All things considered, Millinder is probably lucky that he didn't lose of his firing over the radio from his replacement. Tacky, tacky.
1570 KCLR TX Terrell: RELocate XR
1580 WAMA GA Columbus: DAY power to 2300 WATTS
1600 WAIU OH Ashton: RElocate XR (STATION IS SILENT)

FCC NEWS

The FCC has reaffirmed their previous rule changes to permit new full-time stations on Canadian, Mexican and Bahamian clear channels (1-45) and will resume processing the pending application for the 10 affected frequencies. These applications had been on hold while the Commission was evaluating their initial decision to accept such applications. And for those of you who may have lost count, as of 4-98 the FCC has licensed a total of 5078 AM stations. Included in this total are a handful of licenses which still exist but are off the air as well as 170 still in CP (Construction Permit) status. And if you're wondering about the FM side of the dial, the total including 1487 non-commercial/educational stations is 9592. However, with the recent space of new FM licenses, the total still in CP status is 591. Looking at just the commercial stations AM still maintains a slight edge over FM in license count but adding in the non-commercial operations TK now outnumber AM in licenses.

73 and Good DX.

Jerry & BKF
DOMESTIC DX DIGEST - WEST

Nancy Hardy
2301 Pacific Avenue, Aberdeen, WA 95520

First, I'd like to make some comments about what I list in the "Special" section of DOMDX. These are new calls that are not new to the air, but they are new to your reading. Changes, and frequency changes are the three main categories of stations that fall in the "Special" section. Listings of who carries Larry King, format changes, who carries such and such basketball, etc. are not "Special" material. Hope this clears up the confusion. Our last couple of your DOMDX-West deadlines are Saturday June 25, Wednesday July 20 & Saturday September 3. If you vacation in DXW-West territory this summer be sure to send me a report if you find a call not on our report of these times. Our "vacationers." Now, on to a pretty good sized DOMDX-W...

**SPECIAL**

530 ???? NV LAS VEGAS - Special temporary TIS for NAB Convention, with parking, shuttle bus, and registration info. Good signal about 1 mile from Convention Center. (US-NV)

1210 KESR CA ROCKFORD (ex-100.5) 5/15 130-150 heard between Napa and Calistoga, CA on car radio testing low six tower array with CO. (PT-CA)

1480 KBMS WA VANCOUVER - NM 5/16 0459 (and all morning long) ID as "Vancouver-Portland." EX-KAAR. (RMA-WA)

MIDNIGHT TO MIDNIGHT

580 KWX CA FRENDON - 4/10 2155-2205 fair "KM4 where news comes first," talk on weather & basketball. Legal ID 2200, then NBC News. (US-NV)

590 KSUB UT CEDAR CITY - 4/12 2350 fair-good with big band. "Since 1937, Utah's News Authority KSUB in Cedar City" into CBS News at 0000. (US-NV)

610 KAVL CA LANCASTER - 4/10 2200-2205 fair with satellite ads, 2201 various and miscellaneous ID. TM Lawn & Landscape, ID KAVL Lancaster. (US-NV)

7ZS3 NM ALBUQUERQUE - 5/2 1397 now simulcasting with 94.1 KERR. IDs on the hour for both stations; otherwise it's 94-Rock.

620 KTDR AZ PHOENIX - 4/10 2200 good with Phoenix-Easton minor league baseball game. (US-NV)

790 KHOW CO DENVER - 4/28 1250 noted with Larry King (No longer on KOA-850). (WDF-FAZ)

640 KPI CA LOS ANGELES - 5/2 2245 noted with Bruce Williams on Talknet. Add L to your logs. (US-CA)

700 KFAM UT NORTH SALT LAKE CITY - 4/10 2105-2110 very good with EBL. (US-NV)

790 KPMR CA SAN DIEGO - 4/11 2120-2130 poor with local talk on legalize drugs. KFMS went at 2120. (US-CA)

810 KKKK NM SANTA FE - 5/2 1742 with oldies and "K-Kike" mentions. Change from Spanish/talk. (WDF-NM)

880 KRKN NE LEXINGTON - 4/10 2200-2210 very good with old C&W, 2208 "Wwl" and KRKN 8-80. (US-ID)

910 KPII AZ PHOENIX - 4/25 1900 CBS News, traffic, area news, then local talk show. "The Talk Station," 910 KPII. (WDF-NM)

990 KAFF AZ FLAGSTAFF - 4/25 1849 C&W music to 1900 ABC News, followed by music, local ads, FSA from AZ Public Service. "Calf 930." (WDF-NM)

990 KMZT CO DENVER - 5/2 2223 with simulcast of KHOW-850. (WDF-NM)

990 KJDN NM FARMINGTON - 5/2 1843 Lynn Anderson song--C&W Change from top 40, slogan "The Navajo Voice for the Four Corners." (WDF-NM)

1030 KEUB KS HOLOCOMB - 5/2 2255-2300 noted with Talknet & Neil Myers, then "Voice of the Heartland of America, your 25,000 watt Information Source." Dual ID with Garden City. (WDF-NM)

1060 KUKA AZ TEMPE - 4/11 2115-2145 good with old C&W, 2133 "KUKA Country." ann, ads, 2136 "Number 1 Hit Country KUKA Country." Heard earlier in week with talk but not noted with C&W. (WDF-NM)

1200 KOIL CA SAN FRANCISCO - 4/27 2205, programming note, then Talknet. Good over KWSF. (WDF-NM)

CITY QUIZ

by John S. Bokker

Only one city in the United States has stations operating at the five dial positions shown below. Of course, there may be other stations in this city too! Can you spot the city?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>550</th>
<th>1050</th>
<th>1730</th>
<th>1480</th>
<th>1530</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Here is a hint: it is one of these: Buffalo, Cincinnati, Phoenix.

(The answer will appear at the end of the next City Quiz in DX News.)
International DX Digest

Chuck Hutton

1237 Lanier Blvd, Atlanta, GA 30306

Times are GMT (UTC), for EET subtract 4 hours. (404) 573-2756 Before 2300 EET

---

NIWA/GUA "R. Capacitación en contacto directo de sus pueblos", Managua. Heard ID'ing this year at 0417 on 4/2, this year's band played it's only 40 km WW/SH Contest, and was added to a low frequency, then ABC was on air, as they usually keep their time on through they're off the air. (obj)

COLOMBIA R. President, Bogota ID at 0410 on 4/2, at last. I could hear this again this year, with instrumental music because ABC, Santo Domingo tx, female. Very good. (obj)

AUS/U/USA/NC/RECO/1000, 39-39A, 4th ID

U.S. Not heard but I knew it was R. Rebelle - I've gotten it many times. (willie)

CUBA MHF Baracoa 5/7 0426 good signal with sporting event. Under US stn, no ID heard but I know it was R. Rebelle. (willie)

CUBA CMAM LA JULIA R. Rebelle 5/7 0244 very good signal with sporting event in EE. Very strong. (willie)

CUBA CMAM Huanacaxi 5/7 0246 good but slightly weaker under other Cuba stn. This was Radio Reloj with clock ticks and news by man and woman. (willie)

CUBA CMAM Urbano Norris 5/7 0242 strong at always. No challenge to get this in -- Radio Reloj sports event. (willie)

CUBA CMAM Guanabacoa 5/7 0226 strong signal with sports event, no ID heard but Radio Reloj is it. (willie)

CUBA CMAM Santa Clara 5/7 0235 strong signal with SS and N1QW. (willie)

CUBA CMAM 5/7 0233 good signal they phone the Vancouver with sports event ID's. (willie)

CUBA CMAM Pino del Rio 5/7 0232 poor signal under WROK. (willie)

CUBA CMAM R. Deportes, Bogota ID like this at 0535 on 4/1, usually here in the late morning. (willie)

CUBA CMAM Cienfuegos 5/7 0239 S and strong signal over CBP. (willie)

AUS/U/USA/NC/RECO/1000, 39-39A, 4th ID

CUBA CMAM/CMAC Arroyo Arenas/Santa Clara 5/7 0212 R. Rebelle very strong. This is always the best signal on the 40 MHz freq. Not sure what one I get or both? (willie)

CUBA CMAM/CMAC Arroyo Arenas/Santa Clara 5/7 0212 R. Rebelle very strong. This is always the best signal on the 40 MHz freq. Not sure what one I get or both? (willie)

CUBA 5/7 0315 poor signal over WOR or behind it most of the time. SS, no ID's heard. (willie)

CUBA 5/7 0315 poor signal over WOR or behind it most of the time. SS, no ID's heard. (willie)

AUS/U/USA/NC/RECO/1000, 39-39A, 4th ID

CUBA CMAM/CMAC Arroyo Arenas/Santa Clara 5/7 0212 R. Rebelle very strong. This is always the best signal on the 40 MHz freq. Not sure what one I get or both? (willie)

CUBA CMAM/CMAC Arroyo Arenas/Santa Clara 5/7 0212 R. Rebelle very strong. This is always the best signal on the 40 MHz freq. Not sure what one I get or both? (willie)

AUS/U/USA/NC/RECO/1000, 39-39A, 4th ID

CUBA CMAM/CMAC Arroyo Arenas/Santa Clara 5/7 0212 R. Rebelle very strong. This is always the best signal on the 40 MHz freq. Not sure what one I get or both? (willie)

CUBA CMAM/CMAC Arroyo Arenas/Santa Clara 5/7 0212 R. Rebelle very strong. This is always the best signal on the 40 MHz freq. Not sure what one I get or both? (willie)

AUS/U/USA/NC/RECO/1000, 39-39A, 4th ID

CUBA CMAM/CMAC Arroyo Arenas/Santa Clara 5/7 0212 R. Rebelle very strong. This is always the best signal on the 40 MHz freq. Not sure what one I get or both? (willie)

CUBA CMAM/CMAC Arroyo Arenas/Santa Clara 5/7 0212 R. Rebelle very strong. This is always the best signal on the 40 MHz freq. Not sure what one I get or both? (willie)

AUS/U/USA/NC/RECO/1000, 39-39A, 4th ID

CUBA CMAM/CMAC Arroyo Arenas/Santa Clara 5/7 0212 R. Rebelle very strong. This is always the best signal on the 40 MHz freq. Not sure what one I get or both? (willie)

CUBA CMAM/CMAC Arroyo Arenas/Santa Clara 5/7 0212 R. Rebelle very strong. This is always the best signal on the 40 MHz freq. Not sure what one I get or both? (willie)

AUS/U/USA/NC/RECO/1000, 39-39A, 4th ID

CUBA CMAM/CMAC Arroyo Arenas/Santa Clara 5/7 0212 R. Rebelle very strong. This is always the best signal on the 40 MHz freq. Not sure what one I get or both? (willie)

CUBA CMAM/CMAC Arroyo Arenas/Santa Clara 5/7 0212 R. Rebelle very strong. This is always the best signal on the 40 MHz freq. Not sure what one I get or both? (willie)
USA R. Marti, first time heard from Santo Domingo because of freq. failure covered by R. Hill, off today 4-2 at 0045 when ID ed. Noisy with several other stations in the same freq. loop did not help much. (Obij)  

VENEZUELA R. Tiempo, Caracas with old and new ID present times over a record at 0013. (Obij)  

VENEZUELA R. Coro, Coro with a program of old romantic melodies 10'6 ed at 2100 on 4'2 very good as a local hit. (Obij)  

COLOMBIA R. Capital, Bogota with a very good ID at 0532 as "Estas es Radio Capital, de Bogota" at 4'1. (Obij)  

PUERTO RHO M50, Ponce w/pop mx, ID at 2100 on 4'2 w/pop mx. (Obij)  

COLOMBIA R. Musical, Bogota heard for the first time w/pop mx ID at 0530 on 4'2 w/pop mx. (Obij)  

VENEZUELA R. Puerto Cabello w/ speaker IDing very slowly and marking every syllable "-u-1-2-9-0 la emisora mas al norte del pais" at 1605 on 4'2. (Obij)  

COLOMBIA R. Central, pop mx and ID at 0800 saying "exactamente la una en R. Enderal", No location mentioned, 4'3. (Obij)  

COLOMBIA R. Reina de Colombia, Chiquinquira a casual ID heard at 0201 on 4'1 ID this was in a religious service in church of Chiquinquirra mentioned the name of the station and started to sing a religious song. First time heard. (Obij)  

COLOMBIA R. Espacial, Petare w/local mx ID at 0515 on 4'2. (Obij)  

VENEZUELA R. La Pascua, Valle de la Pascua, IDing like this "el senal trasc-selentes (13-72)". With some ads and pop mx. (Obij)  

COLOMBIA R. Santander, El Rosario IDing this way at 0215 on 4'2, as usual at all stations around pop mx. (Obij)  

PHILIPPINES R. Triniva, Manilla w/ party on the air, good, inviting friends to drink R. Talkee could not get the words, made with a female chorus, slow on 0510 W/M KAA. (Obij)  

VENEZUELA R. Radio Eufah, La diferencia en su radio", Barcelona IDing on 0545 on 4'34 between pop mx. records. (Obij)  

CARIBBEAN R. Radio Jalisco by a female speaker at 0515 on 4'3, a strange station in the middle of Mexican stations. Even the name is strange, "Tu companera en la madrugada es Radio Jalisco", ID again at 0530. (Obij)  

VENEZUELA R. Vibracion, Carupano "la primera del oriente del pais at 0210 on 4'2 w/ US songs w/ a singer like Louis Armstrong (54kmc). (Obij)  

ARGENTINA R. Angulla, The Valley with world news at 0210 a female speaker (Obij)  

VENEZUELA R. Rumbos w/local mx IDing at 0100 R. Angulla, broadcasting from Angulla and not sure what to pop mx. (Obij)  

PUERTO RICO Super B, Lares w/pop mx, songs as "Super B, once para siempre" at 2045 on 4'2. (Obij)  

COLOMBIA R. Rumbos, Medellin w/ pop mx IDing as "en Radio Rumbos los dos veces" at 0410 on 4'2. Good. (Obij)  

COLOMBIA R. Rumbos, Bogota, "la cadena supe de Colombia" IDing like this at 0527 on 5'7, some ads, the time given. (Obij)  

And some stuff from Julian Anderson in Buenos Aires, Argentina that came through Cesar Obij, Don't know what Julian used to hear this stuff...
Antenna Project Nears Launch

by Alex Zavelevich

Washington, D.C. — The first leg of the NAB's antenna project is nearing a launch, with some close to the project estimating that a lease for the first site may be signed within the next few months.

The NAB project will test antenna technologies that are intended to limit sky-wave, while increasing ground-wave propagation of AM transmissions.

The project is expected to cost $750,000, and is part of a broader effort by the National Association of Broadcasters to improve AM radio's penetration of the national market.

In a news release, NAB President and CEO Curtis LeMay said: "This is a significant milestone for AM radio, and we are excited to see the results of this project. We are confident that these new technologies will help to boost AM radio's reach and popularity."
Radio Roundup

Pete Rupp, K2ZI - P. O. Box 73 - Bethel, CT 06801

Greetings all . . . I would like to start out this Muse by thanking Mike Stonebridge and Conrad Dorocher for their recent correspondence regarding my Muse. Mike advises that the London (UK) radio station that I was listening to was Capital Radio, Condor, 666 AM, in London both have a Country Gold format. Thanks, guys.

Casey Kowen wasn’t crying all the way to the bank when he moved from ABQ to Westwood. One year later . . . ABQ. His company, who’s name isn’t big business . . . MRC members residing in the Los Angeles area will be treated to a five-part series entitled “Radio Collector,” to be aired on KLSX-TV. The host will be

radioctrine Mike Adams, an instructor at the Laboratory School of California State University in Long Beach. Larry King has moved from KINF to WIOD. He has added the mighty signal of Dallas’ KXLY to his affiliations.

Longtime morning man at WABF at 6 a.m. seven days a week, is moving to WAFM. After 28 years . . . WAFM is moving to the 8:30 a.m. slot, with Larry King moving in. Larry King has been at WAFM since 1975.

Speaker of the House, the station is bringing back its WARR call sign and the old format it had on WARR.

Oopse! The problem with expanding FM is that adding channels will interfere with other services like TV and aircraft.

First one in the week in issue #28 is my catch of WLM, however, I feel that it should be. This was only a tentative catch. (HUMOR 1-18)

My thanks to V. R. for comments on AM stereo: the future of AM does not lie in AM stereo. John W. Barnhurst can be heard on AM radio today. The appearing show on a clear channel from WGN, Chicago, or KAL. I have never heard of interference in the local sound of stations that have stereo like KARK. In order to compete, AM radio may have to experiment with new formats, and audiences. (Aside . . . plus 2) better receivers, (4) better sound from the stations, and (5) AM stereo in new order plus 13)

On band expansion: Protests have been voiced on-frequency expansions will do nothing for AM stereo, and the new audience will rely on the stereo channels. The stereo channels did fifty-six and forty-five years ago, 1620-1700 kHz should be for local and regional stations. Limits should be placed on these frequencies to make them more logical. (Note: In Kansas City, 1490 kHz is the frequency of the new stereo broadcasts.)

What happened to WHJH: It was one of my favorite stations in ASL, if that ever happened to my favorite stations, I don’t know what it was.

As I stated a while back, it would be very interesting to see a stunt of the very first over 4 kHz sometime. That’s all for now. 73s.

Dave Haskell - 211 N. Merrill - Fortville, IN 46040-1227

The QRM has climaxd! Heard only once in my life time, this would allow DXing, right? Well, probably not. It was a nighttime event when the sun is reduced to nearly zero. Hopefully next winter will be better.

The 85-88 season did not just new ones, but that is better than just, zero, a lot - new ones. New station is KCOI-920, KZLA-1480 AM, WAFM-1010 TV. WAVA-1300 WC, WOBI-280 IU, WGOO-1260, WSAF-1140, WSL-1360, WCGM-1300, WCGM-1300, WBCI-690. Of the 16, five were to the north of my location and four were west of the Mississippi.

WAVM was heard on a background of 190 kHz, and 67 kHz. According to the writer, they were running 47 watts, impressive (2111) watt, it didn’t sound like it. I only heard them on Sunday nights with the football. The tone of the voice sounded defensive as to whether the church could afford an emergency night. The call was W eing, he didn’t report anything unusual that night. Might they receive an authorization for football, however, 47 watts wouldn’t reach the Dallas city limits, Weird WAVM was heard on P. 12 at 325 with 5W. WAVM was on 1450 kHz, the “hilltop”. 150 kHz radio I love ever hour, including two nights on the air with them... ‘pickin’ and grinin’, live! WEEC, loco, 27, brought back memories when WED was used to the calls of 190 in Indy. 50 + on voicers, WAVM responded, WED didn’t.

Greetings for histories, who really invented the “wireless” antenna? After watching a program on the history channel, I say that Charles Kemen as stated his directional antenna (a very long wire) would become true directly, “when the loose and I assume that to mean unplanned end” was pointed away from the receiving station. This may be old hat to some, but I think we should keep our historical eyes on the 1930’s he had long since left home and was not attentive on microwave transmissions. He confounded “line-of-sighters” by transmitting 150 miles on microwave in 1930. A wireless, 1816, was in 1846. The first wireless stations were simple, they had to be. But our co. doesn’t believe in picture-quality on the DISCOM channel. See ya!
César Chávez - Calle Enrique Herreros 40 - Santa Marta, Dominican Republic

I am writing this letter because I was going to be in the US for the first time in 10 years. I am going to be here for the next two weeks, and I hope to have a chance to see you. I am very excited about this trip, and I hope to see you soon. Please let me know when you are available.

Sincerely,
César Chávez

---

Bill Prather - P.O. Box 62 - Tryon, NC 28782

I have been busy with work and haven't had a chance to... (letter continues)

---

Gene Martin - 3306 East Stanley Ave. - Denver, CO 80210

Sometime in 1977, I suppose it was, I purchased a Sony model CF 370, an AM-FM receiver with cassette recorder, for about $15 as I recall now. Recently, I have been having some problems with the unit. I brought it to the Sony service center in Denver to have some of the problems corrected or repaired.
Women's group fights show-and-tell billboard

EXPOSE YOURSELF TO...

WRSG AM 1360
ROCKIN' SOLID GOLD

A group of women has objected to the WRSG AM station's show-and-tell promotion over WRSG AM 1360. Other billboards with the same message are placed around the Southern Tier.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR: Five towers off to the East of Rte 4; the two E-W towers are about 300' tall; the other 3 are about 150' tall.

CONTRIBUTED BY: Tony Fitzherbert, Fairfield, OH

Send information about AM broadcast towers in your area to John D. Bouker, 14 Canoe Brook Drive, Princeton, NJ 08550. Include a simple map (Bouker may re-draw it) showing major highways and any other terrain features near the towers. Tell how many towers they are laid out and any other features that will help in spotting them.

TOWER TIP OH-6
WCMN 1560
FAIRFAX, OH

WHAT TO LOOK FOR: Five towers off to the East of Rte 4; the two E-W towers are about 300' tall; the other 3 are about 150' tall.

CONTRIBUTED BY: Tony Fitzherbert, Fairfield, OH

Send information about AM broadcast towers in your area to John D. Bouker, 14 Canoe Brook Drive, Princeton, NJ 08550. Include a simple map (Bouker may re-draw it) showing major highways and any other terrain features near the towers. Tell how many towers they are laid out and any other features that will help in spotting them.

FM STATION ADDRESS BOOK
NEW NRC PUBLICATION
ONLY $8.95

ORDER FROM:
NRC PUBLICATIONS CENTER
P. O. Box 864, Mankato, MN 56001

To order your copy of the FM Station Address Book, mail this form along with $8.95 (plus $5.00 for Canada and $15.00 for Mexico) to NRC Publications Center, P. O. Box 864, Mankato, MN 56001.

How to Obtain Copies:

Name:
Address:
City: State: Zip Code:

National Radio Club
1986 Convention
REGISTRATION INFORMATION

The NRC '86 Convention is planned for Labor Day weekend, September 4-5, at the Airport Motor Lodge, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Located directly across the street from the General Mitchell International Airport, at 5105 South Howell Avenue, conveniently accessible from I-94, use the airport exit.

Pre-registration includes all-you-can-eat Saturday Banquet Buffet, all-you-can-eat Sunday Breakfast Buffet, snacks, beer and soda in the hospitality room. The Hospitality Room will be the center of activity at the NRC Convention, where many sites to see in Milwaukee and the surrounding area. Polish Feast will be at the Southern Tier grounds and other possibilities exist for activities and happenings during the weekend.

Registration Fee is $24 per person payable to the NRC. Please send your registrations to NRC '86 Convention, P. O. Box 24, Cambridge, WI 53523 prior to August 15, 1986 so we can finalize banquet arrangements.

---------------------------------------------
Name:
Address:
City, State, Zip, Phone:

Expected Arrival Date/Time:
Mode of Transportation:

1986 NRC Convention